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The Best Peacock Bass Season in a Decade  

Fishing News  
  Acute Angling’s Newsletter 

     Operating fishing trips in the Amazon is never a simple mat-
ter.  Often hundreds of miles away from any form of civilization, 
an outfitter must be able to function while dealing with the vaga-

ries of weather and juggling the complexities of logistics, equip-
ment and angler’s needs.  This is what we do best, even though 
its not always easy.  Although this season was no exception in 
terms of operational complexity, 
we had one tremendous advantage 
that helped make everything else 
easy to manage;  the fishing was 
simply great!  From beginning to 
end, from yacht to camp to lodge, 
we enjoyed a season of excep-
tionally good conditions overall, 
and as a result, exceptionally 
good fishing.  
     Our yacht trips started out 
great on the dependable and pro-
ductive Rio Madeira tributaries, 

Anglers enjoyed superb, trophy peacock bass fishing all season 
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but auspicious 
weather allowed us to make an unusual early season transition to 
the Rio Unini.  The Central Amazon basin waters had dropped 
earlier than usual, and taking advantage of our mobility, we 
jumped on the opportunity to put the Amazon Angel in some of 
the most productive big fish water in the Amazon.  This year 
however, was even better than any in recent memory.  For an 
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…. Spring Notes .... 
 

 Macaroca Lodge - Wellington 
Melo, founder, Norberto Guedes, 
administrator, and Acute Angling have 
entered a new partnership to upgrade 
and enhance operations at beautiful 
Macaroca Lodge.  Spaces are  now 
available at this superb destination. 
 

 Our Schedule - on page 7 primar-
ily reflects dates with remaining avail-
ability.  For dates not shown, or to 
plan group dates, please call us. 

trophies.  As we began the second part of our season, right after New 
Year’s day, both our fixed lodge and mobile floating bungalow trips 
proved to be equally excellent.  Macaroca Lodge provided catch rates 
as high as 300 fish per angler, per week, with excellent percentages of 
trophy fish.  Our floating bungalow trips on the Tapera followed suit, 
with catches as high as 2500 fish per 8 angler group — That’s a stun-
ning average of over 400 fish per angler, per week!!!    
     All of these great fisheries and fishing trips will be waiting for us in 
the 2007/2008 season, with many important improvements.  Our new 
yacht, of course, will provide expanded comfort and even greater mo-
bility.  Our Xeriuini Lodges have undergone a thorough refitting, with 
new levels of infrastructure and expanded logistical support.  They will 
be even better than ever.  Our remarkable, new, aluminum, travel-
trailer style floating bungalows have taken safari camping to new 
heights.  Coupled with the Amazon’s beautiful white sand beaches, it’s 
almost like a Caribbean-style beach experience.  A truly remarkable 
barefoot vacation  -  with all the fishing you could want! 
     Trip rosters are filling fast.  To learn more about our trips, or to en-
sure your booking for the dates and trip styles you prefer, call us now. 

Peacock Bass Season of the Decade 
…. Continued from Outside Cover ... 

Fishing News  
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Acute Angling - Exotic Fishing Trips 

extraordinary stretch this past October and November, our clients 
enjoyed catches averaging over 200 fish per week and studded 
with huge trophy fish well into the 20 pound class.  Even when 
catch rates here calmed down as the season progressed, size lev-
els stayed steadily in the trophy ranges.  Our yacht trips were 
amazingly productive right through the holiday season.  We re-
corded fish up to 26 pounds with an unusually high percentage of 

All of our peacock bass facilities, including rustic Macaroca and Posao lodges, our beautiful new Blackwater 
Explorer yacht and our remarkable aluminum floating bungalows, are comfortably air-conditioned 
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sense kicked in and we realized it would only cause lots of problems 
and bad feelings.  Besides, who wants to start a new enterprise off 
that way.   
     Now we were feeling pretty defeated.  This whole naming con-

test was no walk in the park after all.  It was tough.  For a while, we 
considered keeping the old name, Amazon Angel” out of sheer dis-
appointment.  It was still a good name.  We could always award the 
prize to our first suggester and be done with it.  But a desire to do 
this right prevailed and we went back to our lists and thought it 
through again.  We picked another one and we all knew that this was 
probably the last we’d try.  Once again we made the submission, and 
Eureka!, we succeeded.  A quick check with Google showed no 
hidden surprises, and finally, we had a name and a contest winner. 
     We are pleased to announce that Jim Wynne, of Staten Island, 
NY will be joining us this September on the Explorer’s maiden voy-

age.  Jim is 42 years old and lives with his wife Denise and their 4 
year old daughter, Sara.  He works as a field technician for Verizon.  
Jim is also a dedicated sport fisherman.  As a U.S. Coast Guard li-
censed captain, he 
guides fly-fishermen in 
the waters surrounding 
Staten Island.  Jim has 
fished in many parts of 
the world, including 
Alaska, Belize, Mexico 
and New Zealand.  Jim 
told us that it has al-
ways been a dream of 
his to fish in the Ama-
zon.  Well, Jim, get 
your gear ready, be-
cause your dream is 
about to come true.  
Congratulations! 
     We thank all of you 
who entered our con-
test for your good ideas and efforts.  We wish you all could have 
won.  Some of you suggested names that we would have loved to 
use, were they available.  Sadly, they were not, however, we will be 
contacting those of you whose names were in final contention.  
We’ll need your choices of color and size so we can thank you with 
a consolation prize that includes an Acute Angling shirt plus a $100 
dollar gift certificate, good toward the trip of your choice. 

     Somehow, we thought this would be an easy thing.  We an-
nounce a contest, get loads of great names, pick a winner and go 
fishing.  All done.  ….   Nah, didn’t happen that way at all.  Oh, the 
first two steps went according to plan, all right.  The contest was 
announced and the names came pouring in, and lots of good ones 
too.  We got names with stories attached, we got names we couldn’t 
pronounce and we got some names we’re saving for our future new 
puppies or pet birds.  We even got a laugh from some of the, shall 
we say, “more idiosyncratic and less printable” ones too.  At first, 
everything looked good, we picked our first choice, sent it off to the 
Capitanea (Amazonian version of the Coast Guard) and sat back to 
wait for their approval. 
     We felt reasonably sure we knew the names of all the yachts 
working in the basin and the name we submitted was one we had 
never heard of before.  So we were dumbfounded when it came 
back a negative.  How could this be?  Well, it turns out that even if 
a name is used on a small pleasure boat (as this one was) it cannot 
be used for any other vessel.  Back to the drawing board.  We sub-
mitted two more that we were sure would be available, with the 
same disappointing result.  Finally, on our fourth try, we got a posi-
tive response, the name was available.  On a last minute hunch, 
however, we Googled the name.  In keeping with our run of bad 
luck, we found an entire website dedicated to a boat under construc-
tion with the name we now had in our hands.  Yow, they hadn’t 
registered it yet!  For a second we considered rushing right off and 
registering it before they did.  Just for a second though, then good 

Jim Wynne, of Staten Island, NY, Names our New Yacht 

 -  “Blackwater Explorer” - 
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Departs Returns Price  Availability 

Sept. 20, 2007  Sept. 28 $3250 - openings - 

Sept. 26, 2007  Oct. 5 $3250 - Full - 

Oct.   3, 2007  Oct. 12 $3250 - openings - 

Oct. 10, 2007 Oct. 19 $3250 - openings - 

Oct.  17, 2007 Oct. 26 $3250 - Full - 

# 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Acute Angling’s Yacht Trips - Best Value in the Amazon 

Updated construction drawings for 
the “Blackwater Explorer” 

Total Beam 

Jim Wynne and fly-fishing friend. 



  Client Photos - Winter 2007 PAGE 4 

Brothers Steve and Dave Orndorf  show off a big jau catfish.  

 Our clients and their Wai-Wai Indian guides enjoy an up-close 
and personal visit with a 20 foot anaconda on the Rio Jatapo,  

Jeff Berzon with a big pirapitinga.  

Fishing partners Mark Drnec (left) of Maryland Heights, MO, and Dave Rieck of Bloomington, IL  

Todd Feldman captured this action shot of a 
 big Rio Jatapo trairão leaving the water 

We aren’t sure if this  Jatapo 
payara actually ate Steve 

Townson, or if he’ll be back. 

Bill Tieleman of Maywood, NJ 

Rio Tapera Trophies 

“Roughing it” on the Rio Tapera 

Rio Urariquera Trophies 

Rio Jatapo Exploratory 

Acute Angling’s clients and fishing guides battle it out in a Pan-American volleyball game. Discussing the game’s fine points afterward. 

Jim Micinilio with a trophy payara.  



Angling Adventure On The Jatapu  
- by Steve Townson; British fisherman, film-maker and fellow explorer 

Rio Jatapo - Exploratory Trip Report 
An Amazing River Yields Record-breaking Results 
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the occasional mid-sized payara.  That alone excited us enough to plan a 
full scale exploratory.  We shuffled through mountains of bureaucratic 
documentation, endless submissions, more on-again, off-again planning 
with the tribal leaders and finally the indignity of a season of non-stop 
rain.  We endured.  Five long years later we finally made it happen! 

     It was worth every bit of the effort.  Sure, our 
carefully planned resupply mechanism didn’t 
work, but we solved it with a float plane.  Okay, so 
our planned back and forth route proved unfeasi-
ble ... we ended up descending into new water 
every time we changed camp instead.  And the 
river … it didn’t hold the mix of species we ex-
pected ... it held far more!  The result was a fantas-
tic fishing success in a stunning primeval fishery. 
     The peacocks were everywhere and bigger than 
we thought, up to 16 pounds.  The catfish ... totally 

unbelievable … record-breaking monsters up to 295 pounds.  The variety 
was even greater than expected too.  Would you believe 16 different 
species of gamefish in one day!  Big pescada, acrobatic bicuda, giant 
trairao, and for me, the best surprise of all, trophy-sized payara.  You can 
bet we’re going back.  For detailed trip information, see our website at; 

http://www.acuteangling.com/Schedule/2001Sched.html#Jatapo ... PR 
Read the report below by angler Steve Townson, for a first-hand descrip-
tion of this great fishing experience.   

     Exploratory Trip Exceeds Expectations! 
     I live for these exploratory trips.  True, they can sometimes be more 
logistically difficult than expected and they usually turn out to be to-
tally illogical as business ventures, but it’s exactly this unpredictabil-
ity, this “unknowableness” that makes them so exciting.  Though we 
never take clients on an exploratory trip before 
doing the necessary due diligence, usually in-
cluding a visit to the fishery by myself and my 
partners, there’s just no way to predict exactly 
what the results will be when full groups of avid 
fisherman put a river to a thorough fishing test. 
     Our Jatapo exploratory trip had a long incuba-
tion period.   In 2001, my operating partners and 
I first made contact with Brazil’s Wai-Wai In-
dian tribe.  After a year’s worth of on and off 
communication, we were finally invited to ex-
plore their gigantic reservation in 2002.  We spent several amazing 
days fishing, exploring and negotiating for permission to bring sport-
fishermen to the river.  That visit was a story in its own right, and you 
can read about it in detail on our website at; 

http://www.acuteangling.com/Exploratory/ExploreArt.htm#jatapu 
We left after that visit more than pleased with the prospect of a beauti-
ful  river that would hold a nice variety of species, including big cat-
fish, sporty peacocks, various exotic and interesting species and even 

     Preparing to film an episode for a proposed new fishing show for the 
States, and armed with my cameraman and producer, an HD camera,  
and my fishing gear, I joined up with Paul Reiss and the rest of our team 
for a week’s angling adventure on the Rio Jatapu. We were privileged to 
be allowed to fish within the restricted Wai-Wai Indian Reservation, 
using indigenous guides who knew the waters intimately. 
     I was already ‘sold’ on this trip two years ago, when Paul, Welling-
ton Melo and I discussed joining forces to film the many varieties of big 
fish that we could catch in the Amazon Basin. I couldn’t wait to go, but 
the floods of 2006 put a quick stop to the idea. Plans were again put into 
action to go early in 2007 and after all the preparations were made and 
confirmed, off we went. 
     We arrived by floatplane 
from Manaus to the upper 
reaches of the Jatapu and met 
up with our camp host and 
fishing partner Wellington, for 
the start of what was to be one 
of the most unbelievable fish-
ing trips of my life. I have 
been to many freshwater fish-
ing locations around the world 
but never have I fished in a 
more beautiful, idyllic setting. 
To say I was blown away from 
the very start is an understate-
ment. Just the day before we 
arrived, one of our team, Rus-
sell Jensen, who had already 
spent the week before on the 
river, hit a new all tackle 

world record with a huge “Piraiba” catfish of 295 pounds. I saw 
this leviathan on our arrival the following day before it was re-
leased and it was truly a majestic fish in every sense. This was the 
start of six days of a fishing adventure that will stay engraved for-
ever in my mind. I have never caught so many varieties of big fish 
in any one day.  
     My very first cast of the trip, while fishing with Wellington, 
was to a mid-water rock using a silver and black Rapala CD11 and 
it produced a 12 pound Peacock from the fast waters. My second 
produced a 10 pound Peacock from the same spot. My third pro-
duced a 6.5 pound Black Piranha. My fourth, a Pescada of 8 

pounds. And this was a trend that was 
to continue all week long. 
     On our second day, Paul Reiss and I 
fished from one of the  Indian’s 30 foot 
long dugout canoes, and we caught 
Payara, Bicuda, Pescada (freshwater 
Drum), Piranha, Peacocks, Redtail Cat-
fish, Trairão and Jacunda all day long.  
We lost more Payara than we could 
count, while probably only hooking and 
landing one in five fish. 
     Although the Peacocks don’t get as 
large here as on other rivers I have 
fished in the Amazon, the colours var-
ied from bright, golden yellow to silver 
and green.  All had three similar flank 
stripes that looked like a cross between 
those found on the giant temensis and 
the butterfly (orinocensis).  All had 
beautiful, bright blue dorsal fins. Tests 

This huge, 295 lb. piraiba catfish, caught by Russell Jensen 
of New York, shattered the world record - by 50 pounds! 
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Rio Jatapo Exploratory Adventure — Continued 
are being made to determine the species of this Peacock and results will 
be posted at a later date. I was also really surprised at the places where we 
were catching these wonderfully colored 
Peacocks, from raging, rocky, white water 
not even a foot deep, to the usual slow water 
and fallen structure along the bank.  
     My favourite fishing spot was a narrow, 
fast stretch of water 30 yards long following 
a small waterfall, where I fished up to my 
waist on the rocks with my ultra-light spin-
ning outfit and a small 4” minnow bait, 
catching so many Peacocks up to 12 pounds 
that I lost count and a bunch of the never-
ending, huge black Piranhas to 7 pounds.  
     As for the Piranhas, our own Russell 
broke the previous all tackle world Black 
Piranha record of 6.9 pounds twice. First 
with a 7.15 pound fish, followed by another 
bigger beast the next day of 7.25 pounds!! 
And strike four, he broke another world 
record with a huge 21.5 pound Jundira Cat-
fish. The previous record was only 16 
pounds. The man is a walking encyclopaedia 
when it comes to freshwater fish world re-
cords and insists he will keep on breaking 
more records each year. He has the present 
Jau Catfish all tackle world record of 109 
pounds from the Rio Urariquera.  
     To say this is a river of fishermen’s 
dreams is an understatement. Together with 
the other members of our group, partners Bill Benson and Todd Feldman, 
we had a blast catching so many different species of fish, with a list I 
thought would never end. Two species of Jacunda, 2 species of Piranhas 
to 7.25 pounds, Peacock Bass to 16 pounds, Pescada (Drum) to 12 
pounds, Bicuda to 12 pounds, Payara to 18 pounds, Trairão to 25 pounds , 
a couple of medium sized Pacu and six different species of catfish includ-
ing Surubim to 54 pounds, Jau to 50 pounds, Piraiba to 295 pounds, Red-
tails to 50 pounds, Jundira to 21.5 
pounds and the elusive and rare Cobia 
look-alike, Bocão to 12 pounds. 
That’s 16 different species, all in one 
day!! 
     I saw large shoals of baitfish with 
bright silver Sardinhas, Matrinchá, 
Aracú and Ariri, armoured catfish in 
amongst the rocks, roving packs of 
fruit-eating Pacus and a wealth of 
other unrecognizable, brilliantly col-
oured tropical fish. 
     This river is made up of the most 
beautiful and scenic waters I have ever 
had the pleasure of fishing in. Each 
bend along the river delivered new sights to 
taunt and tease us. We navigated down the 
river for about 80 miles in six days while 
changing camps three times along the way. 
Our two huge Wai-Wai wooden dugout ca-
noes were piled to overloading with all our 
camp and gear while three aluminium boats 
from Wellington’s Peacock lodges on the 
Rio Xeriuini were used for moving us an-
glers. We travelled through narrow gorges 
and raging torrents, wide pools and smooth 
water, around huge boulders, piles of small 

rocks and sand bars, each day with constantly changing scenery.  
     The camp’s staff consisted of six Indian guides, a local girl who 

washed and cleaned, Xico our cook and 
handyman, ‘Federal’ the manager, and Wel-
lington and Paul as hosts. Two of our Indian 
guides were sons of actual Wai-Wai chiefs. 
These people knew more about the jungle, its 
wildlife and the river system than anyone 
else could possibly know. On a walk through 
the jungle, they showed us plants, leaves and 
bark, fungi etc. all with medicinal healing 
properties.  They even called wildlife to them 
with strange voices and noises. There is 
plenty that you would miss seeing from the 
river bank and a guided trek reveals so much. 
     The wildlife around the river was stunning 
too. Anacondas and other snakes were seen, 
with huge White-lipped Pigs, smaller Pecca-
ries, Pacas, Capybaras, Tapirs, Howler and 
Spider monkeys, Marmosets, black and spec-
tacled Caiman, tons of different parrots, Ma-
caws, and other beautifully coloured birds.  
There was evidence of Jaguars everywhere 
we went, with their spoor on the sand bars. 
     I really enjoyed the simple and easy camp 
life that we spent along the river under the 
jungle canopy. Anglers slept in a large, six 
man tent on blow-up mattresses, while Paul, 
Wellington and our guides all slept in ham-
mocks strung amongst the trees. Our clothes 

were washed each day. The food was simple and filling, with the 
aroma of freshly-cooked fish and meat welcoming us back to camp 
after a hard day’s fishing. A rustic table made with branches cut from 
the surrounding trees and some plastic seats made up our al fresco 
‘dining room’. A ‘kitchen’ was set up at each camp and the meals that 
Xico, our chef, produced each day were truly amazing. Our Indian 
guides would often disappear for a couple of hours and return to camp 

with various meals for us. A 
simple wooden toilet with a 
modern seat, sited well away 
from the main camp, com-
pleted the picture, with a 
deep-dug hole and palm-
leaves for screens. This really 
was comfortable camping! A 
small generator purred the 
night away, giving us the 
added luxury of light when it 
got dark and a chance for us 
to recharge our camera batter-
ies for filming. 
     As an adrenalin junky, lure 

and sport fish angler, this river has sur-
passed my every expectation. I said to Paul 
and Wellington that I wanted something 
different from the usual Peacock rivers I 
had been used to.  I wanted more and I got 
it!  Imagine being able to catch hard-
fighting Peacocks, wild, leaping Payara and 
Bicuda, strong hefty Trairão and deep-
fighting Pescada all in one hole. Try and 
show me a better river where you can do 
that. I’m back next time, without a doubt. 

Steve Townson – Algarve, Portugal 
(Read more about Steve in our Tidbits section on page 6) 

Bicuda 

Pescada 

Payara 

Piranha 

Trairão 

Jundira 
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Amazon Tidbits - News from the RIVER 
Even more amazing than the amazing fishes of the Amazon, 
is the amount of rumor and gossip generated about it.  This 
column will appear from time to time in an effort to report 
actual news before it evolves into wildly inexplicable fiction.       

     Departure days - “Floatplane Access.”  You can take that two 
ways.  The first, and expected interpretation, is a description of most 
of our fisheries.  We use a floatplane to access them.  That’s a good 
thing and it ensures that we have the fishery to ourselves.  The occa-
sional difficulty in getting access to the floatplane, (the second inter-
pretation of “floatplane access”)  has not always been such a good 
thing, however.  Since February of 2005, there has been only one 8-
passenger Cessna Caravan available to service our peacock fisheries, 
often causing delays and sometimes even last minute scheduling 
changes.  We believe those days are finally over. 
     Although Rico Airlines has indicated that they expect their sec-
ond Caravan to be flying next season, we, and even they, can’t be 
positive.  So whether it flies or not, we’ve instituted a system of stag-
gered departure dates, ensuring that the plane’s workload is spread 
over all of the days of the week.  As a result, you may notice some 
new departure dates in our schedule.  Each of our operations is now 

flying on a different day to prevent the logistical complications that 
can occur when depending on a single aircraft.  This should make for 
smooth transfers to all of our fisheries.  And if the second airplane 
really is ready next season, fly-in logistics will be better than ever. 
 
     Filmmaking in the Amazon - If you’re as addicted a fisherman 
as most of us, you’ve probably seen your share of fishing shows on 
TV.  Some are excellent and some are so bad even the fish are embar-
rassed.  Well, keep your eyes open for something new and different 
and more entertaining than the usual fare. 
     Steve Townson, a dedicated Acute Angler, has traveled with us 
this season to film a series of incredible Amazon fishing adventures, 
soon to enrich a TV near you.  Steve and his film crew visited Maca-
roca Lodge on the beautiful Xeriuini River for trophy peacock bass, 
they braved the wild waters of the Urariquera for giant catfish, pi-
rapitinga and payara and they roughed it, camping in the forest on our 
Jatapo Exploratory, catching an amazing cornucopia of Amazon 
gamefish species (see Steve’s article on page 4 and 5).  The resulting 
shows should bring a new level of excitement and entertainment to 
Sunday morning television.   

Our guides are the best in the Amazon 
 

    Finally back and settled into the grind in Jersey. I wanted to take 
a moment to thank you, Garry, and the entire Acute/Guedes staff -- 
very much -- for a truly remarkable fishing trip.  The fishing, facili-
ties, and service/support were really exceptional, and we all had a 
tremendous good time. 
     I can't say enough good things about the camp staff, most espe-
cially Sebastian (Bob's and my guide).  Sebastian's fishing/guiding 
skills were top-notch, and he consistently went above and be-
yond.  We had a truly great time and (essentially spending most of 
our time with him) Sebastian was pivotal in making that happen. 
     As well, I sincerely appreciate your sharing your considerable 
technical/scientific expertise, which really provided a very enjoy-
able and unexpected facet to the trip.  The education added a lot.  
It's clear that you've really have and continue to put a lot of time 
and effort into all the details of making this an outstanding adven-
ture fishing trip.  Your expertise in, and concern for, this precious 
sporting and natural resource is evident. 
     Please again accept, and extend to the staff, my thanks for a tre-
mendous good time.  I look forward to seeing you all again.   
 

Bill Tieleman 
 

Our trips set records 
Dear Paul, 
     I have fished with Acute Angling many times.  Each time it gets 
better.  On the bottom of your trip schedule, you state, “Join us on 
the fishing trip of a lifetime.”  Well I spent 2 weeks on the Jatapo 
Exploratory trip.  It was the fishing trip of a lifetime.  It can’t get 
any better.  I ask you how can I top this - four IGFA all-tackle 
world records; a 295 lb. Piraiba (giant catfish), a 21.65 lb. jundira 
(catfish), and first tying and then beating the black piranha record 
with a 7.25 lb. fish.  In one area I caught 12 giant trairao in the 20 

lb. class in less than 2 hours, I held and was photographed with an 18 
foot anaconda and I saw and photographed ancient petroglyphs (rock 
carvings). 
     I also fished with Steve Townson for 2 days and picked up some 
valuable fishing information.  There is only one question I must ask.  
How can I top such a great fishing trip. 
 

The Happy Fisherman, 
Russell Jensen 
 

Our clients protect their country 
 

Hi Paul, 
  

     I was supposed to go on the Thanksgiving trip in 2005 but it got 
rained out.  In 2006 I had to postpone it so I could fly for my Air Na-
tional Guard Squadron in Iraq.  You helped my squadron and me out 
because we needed every pilot to deploy.  

  

     This is a GBU-38 which is a GPS guided 500 pound bomb.  It is 
loaded on the alert jet at a central base in Iraq.  I was there for about 7 
weeks and flew 15 missions helping out the ground troops hunt down 
terrorists.  We flew for about 5 hours and refueled three times.  Thanks 
again for the help. 
 

 Maj.  Donavan "Repo" Pieterse 

Backlashes - Our Readers Speak  
We’ll do our best to present letters of interest and we’ll try to focus on interesting content rather than outright flattery (although we 
love that a lot, too).  Please feel free to write or email us (webmaster@AcuteAngling.com) with your contributions or questions. 
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Join us on the fishing trip of a lifetime!    Toll-free, Paul Reiss - (866) 832-2987     Garry Reiss - (866) 431-1668         
P.O. Box 18 - Califon, NJ 07830   FAX (908) 832-2989      Website: www.AcuteAngling.com - E-mail: Webmaster@AcuteAngling.com  

For international calls, or from within New Jersey, USA - call 908 832-2987 or 908 431-1668 

MULTI-SPECIES VARIETY TRIPS - Winter 2008 -  Urariquera River Camp 
# Depart Return Fishing Host Location Price Availability  Description 

Wild & Beautiful Waters - Fish for record-class payara, pirapitinga, giant catfish & more  The beautiful Rio Urariquera, closed to sport fishing since 1952,  
holds an amazing variety of gamefish.  Protected by the pristine 
Maraca Island Bio-reserve, this fishery has yielded 5 IGFA records 
so far with many more on the horizon.  We’ve seen  payara over 27 
lbs., pirapitinga over 25 and giant catfish well over 300!  If you can 
land them on rod and reel, you can demolish world records.  Live in 
comfortable bungalows and enjoy excellent meals in a safari style 
camp in the middle of the river’s most productive region.    

19 Jan. 2, 2008 Jan. 11 6 full days  Barbra Silva Urariquera $4850 - open - 
20 Jan. 9, 2008 Jan. 18 6 full days  Paul Reiss Urariquera $4850 - open - 

21 Jan. 16, 2008  Jan. 26 6 full days  Reiss/Silva Urariquera $4850 - open - 

27 6 full days  Barbra Silva Urariquera $4850 - Openings - Jan. 23, Jan 30,  Feb. 6, 
Feb. 13, Feb 20, Feb. 27  

            2007 - 2008   ‘Featured’ Trip Schedule                   
Note - Available 
spaces shown as 

of 4/2/07 

 Upper Jatapu Adventure - Basic camping - Amazing Variety Fishery A unique exploratory trip in a gigantic, primitive Indian reservation.  
For hard-core campers only.  Comfortable but basic accommodations; 
Sleep in tents; Eat fish; Bathe in the river.  Remarkable species vari-
ety.  Peacock bass, payara, giant catfish, trairao, bicuda, pescada and 
more.  This is truly the Land that Time Forgot. 

28 Feb. 6, 2008 Feb. 15 6 full days Wellington R. Jatapu $3850 - open - 

29 Feb. 13, 2008 Feb. 22 6 full days Paul Reiss R. Jatapu $3850 - open - 
30 Feb. 20, 2008 Feb. 29 6 full days Wellington R. Jatapu $3850 - open - 

# Depart  Return Fishing Host Location Price Availability Air-Conditioned Lodge 
Thanksgiving Holiday - Lodge Trip - Xeriuini River - Air-conditioned Comfort 

13 Nov. 14, 2007 Nov. 23 6 full days Wellington R. Xeriuini $3250 - 6 openings 

14 Nov. 21, 2007 Nov. 30 6 full days  Wellington R. Xeriuini $3250 - 6 openings  

A unique, ‘one-of-a-kind’ bargain.  Luxurious Macaroca lodge, and 
rustic Posao lodge, both located on the beautiful Xeriuini River, pro-
vide air-conditioned comfort and great peacock bass fishing .  If you 
can travel during the Thanksgiving Holiday season, you can fish them 
both for less than the price of either one on our special itinerary! 

Beautiful Rio Xeriuini - Protected Fishery -  Rustic Jungle Lodge 

The New Blackwater Explorer - NOW BOOKING -  Best Value in the Amazon 
       Five trips available during our inaugural weeks - only $3250 per angler 

# Depart Return Fishing Host Location Price Availability Description 

Amazon Angel II Yacht  - Comfort and Mobility - Rio Madeira Tributaries Our most popular trip and a perfect introduction to peacock fishing.  
Explore Amazonia on the new Amazon Angel II.  The big, new and 
comfortable yacht has large air-conditioned staterooms and private 
baths.  Our mobility and the new yacht’s shallow draft allow us to 
access the waters with the best conditions at any given time. Excel-
lent daily catches (15 - 50/day) with trophies in the teens common 
and monsters over 20 pounds lurking in the waters.  Fish all day and 
return to fine food and drink and the secure comfort of the yacht.  
Enjoy jungle hikes, Indian village visits, spotlighting, and more.   

1 Sept. 19, 2007  Sept. 28 6 full days  Paul Reiss Igapo Acu $3250 - openings - 

2 Sept. 26, 2007  Oct. 5 6 full days  Paul Reiss Igapo Acu $3250 - Full - 
3 Oct.   3, 2007  Oct. 12 6 full days  Paul Reiss Igapo Acu $3250 - openings - 

4 Oct. 10, 2007 Oct. 19 6 full days  Paul Reiss Igapo Acu $3250 - openings - 
5 Oct.  17, 2007 Oct. 26 6 full days  Paul Reiss Igapo Acu $3250 - Full - 

Winter 2007/8 - Rio Xeriuini -  Protected Clear Water Fishery in Northern Brazil  Beautiful white sand beaches and clear black water provide an 
extraordinary setting on this comfortable, air-conditioned lodge trip. 
Excellent numbers (20 -50 /day) with an unusually high percentage of 
medium to large fish (10 to 20 pounds).  The lodge features spacious 
rooms, a sprawling dining area with panoramic river views and com-
plete bathrooms with hot showers.  Enjoy a taste of jungle luxury.   

15 Dec.  6, 2007 Dec. 15 6 full days Wellington 2 Lodges $3850 - open - 
16 Jan.   2, 2008  Dec. 16 6 full days Wellington 2 Lodges $3850 - open - 

17 Jan.   9, 2008  Jan. 17 6 full days  Wellington 2 Lodges $3850 - open - 

Exploratory Safari Camp -  -  Rio Papagaio - Moveable floating bungalows  Our goal is to access never-before-fished rivers, far from the reach of 
the growing crowd of novice peacock bass operations.  Live in com-
fortable, movable floating bungalows with daily access to new water.  
These tannin-stained fisheries typically favor surface action and explo-
sive topwater strikes.  Anything is possible on these trips, but in the 
past we’ve had wildly variable daily catch averages (5 - 50/day) and 
an extraordinary number of giant fish well over 20 pounds.   

10 Nov. 23, 2007 Dec. 2 6 full days Paul Reiss Rio Negro $3850 - open - 

11 Nov. 30,  2007 Dec. 9 6 full days Paul Reiss Rio Negro $3850 - 2 openings 

12 Dec. 7,   2007 Dec. 16 6 full days Paul Reiss Rio Negro $3850 - 2 openings 

Exploratory Safari Trip - New Rivers - Floating Bungalow Camp 

 Blackwater Explorer - Rio Negro Tributaries - Blackwater - Giant Peacocks 
# Depart Return Fishing Host Location Price Availability Description 

Amazon Angel II Yacht Trip - Comfort and Mobility - Rio Negro Tributaries Our new yacht has the shallow draft necessary to get into the sandy 
bottomed Rio Negro tributaries and navigate well up into the head-
waters.  We will pick our spots based on water levels and pursue the 
giants found in this region.  Good daily catches (15 - 20/day) with 
trophies in the high teens common and monsters over 25 pounds 
lurking in the waters.  We have twice caught 26 pound behemoths in 
this region.  True world record possibility in limited access fisheries.  

A Oct.  24, 2007  Nov. 2 6 full days  Barbra Silva Rio Unini $3850 - Full - 
B Nov.  29, 2007 Dec. 8 6 full days  Barbra Silva Rio Unini $3850 - openings 

C Dec. 14, 2007 Dec. 23 6 full days  Barbra Silva Rio Unini $3850 - openings 
D Jan.    3, 2008 Jan. 12 6 full days  Barbra Silva Rio Unini $3850 - openings 

Upper Rio Tapera - Clear Blackwater Fishery -  Floating Bungalow Camp 
18 Feb. 1, 2008  Feb. 10 6 full days  Paul Reiss Roraima $3850 - open - Live in comfortable floating bungalows on white sand beaches sur-

rounded by "Jurassic Park" jungle and clear black water .  Great for 
fly fishermen and plug casters alike.  Fantastic daily catch averages 
(25 - 70/day) with fish up to 22 pounds.  19 Feb. 8, 2008  Feb. 17 6 full days  Paul Reiss Roraima $3850 - open - 
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